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drugs, which tell a long story of Egyptian medicine, coming
first to Greece and then to India and the Far East, but also the
choice celadons of China and the bird-like goblets of Persia,
These works of art belong to the middle of the eighth
century. They are the possessions of Shomu, collected as
a memorial by his widow, and preserved ever since with
loving care. The visitor may see them when they are given
their yearly airing,1 and they are indeed a veritable epitome
of a cultivated age, numbering three thousand pieces, and
worthy of a large museum.  Of Tempyo works we may
mention not only the majestic cathedral, but such classical
figures as the Brahma of our illustration which stands in the
Lotus Hall, Greek in its long severe lines,. Indian in its
attitude of worship, Chinese in head-dress and shoes—but
an authentic work of Japanese genius in its blending of
idealism and realism. The same qualities are found in great
portrait statues of the powerful monks of Nara: nowhere
except in ancient Egypt is there such a vivid impression
of calm authoritative power, and we can easily understand
the conflict which arose between these lords spiritual and
the great secular barons.  Both were patrons of art and
learning. The best picture of this age belongs to Yakushiji;
it is a rendering of the Goddess of Beauty, Kichi-jo-
ten, wonderful in colour .and harmony of line. The Japanese
love of nature is revealed in the animals, birds, and land-
scapes which are used to decorate mirrors and musical
instruments, and here in a word is the fountain-head of
Japanese civilization. On a sixfold screen of this time are
fine paintings of women under trees, and here too, realism
is at work. They are strangely different from the tall, slim,
hieratic goddesses of Korea and Asuka, and resemble T'ang
court ladies in their flowing draperies such as are found
in the frescoes of Turkistan, They are very interesting to
the student of the rich life of this age—an age of luxury
and elegance, when Japan tries to outshine the splendours
of Ch'ang-an, and it is fashionable to write Chinese lyrics
and to play Chinese music.
1 In November—a relatively dry mouth in Japan.

